COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Arts

Jessica Monique Acosta  
English
Draylyn J. Baker  
Mass Communication
Dion J. Castro  
English
§Lucia Monique Cox  
English and Drama
Desiree Nicole Garcia  
Biology
Dulcie Maria Gomez  
Natural Science
Richard Gjermund Hoyme, Jr.  
History

Marlina Kendrick  
Biology
Cristian Alberto Ortiz-Salas  
Mass Communication
Julia Perales  
Religious Studies
Alexandra Monique Puente  
Math
Brittany Lauren Stone  
Biology
Gustavo Maximo Villa, Jr.  
Drama
Naya Rachelle Willridge  
Biology

Krystal A. Zamora  
English

Bachelor of Science

Eustacio R. Alvarado  
Biology
Nelly Flores Arauza  
Kinesiology
Zachery T. Brewer  
Kinesiology
Monica M. Caballero  
Biology
Eric R. Flores  
Chemical Biology

Israel Lince  
Kinesiology
Kenisha Danielle Mcdade  
Kinesiology
Ida Christine Perez-Salas  
Biology
April Kristine Ramirez  
Kinesiology
Andres Navarro Roman  
Biology

Alexis Sendejo  
Kinesiology
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP

Doctor of Philosophy

Gina M. Abrams - Leadership Studies
Rethinking parental involvement: Principal leadership style and the influence on school climate and parental involvement

Robert Joe Acosta - Leadership Studies
Exploring the relationships between social competence and leadership style among RGV Hispanic Chamber of Commerce members

Gerardo X. Arizpe - Leadership Studies
A study of the relationship between school personnel's behavior preference of charismatic/value-based leadership and their organizational commitment

Seth J. Batiste - Leadership Studies
Classroom leadership styles: Exploring the relationship between instructor leadership style and student satisfaction with teaching effectiveness

Elaine Joyce Dispo - Leadership Studies
On the field and outside the lines: Relationships between student athletes’ perceptions of their intercollegiate coaches’ practices and student athletes self-reported satisfaction, athletic, and academic performance

Adriana Annette Escamilla - Leadership Studies
Are you in or out? A study of law enforcement officers’ perceived quality of relationship with their leaders and its effects on organizational commitment

Joshua R. Garcia - Leadership Studies
Perceptions about business attire and leadership style: Does leader gender matter?

Sandra Dee Garza-Wrigley - Leadership Studies
The relationship between principal leadership style and teacher intent to attrit in public education

Juanita Gonzales - Leadership Studies
Followers’ perception of head start program center managers’ leadership styles and children’s academic performance
L. R. Griffin-Jenkins - *Leadership Studies*
A content analysis of William Raspberry’s opinion-editorial leadership language published for the Washington Post

*Karina Guevara - Leadership Studies and MBA Management*
The relationship between operating philosophy and leadership styles and behaviors of pre-service and in-service teachers

Norma G. Joyner - *Leadership Studies*
Differences in leadership styles as a result of bilingualism, ethnicity, age, and gender

Jaime Sotelo Leal - *Leadership Studies*
An examination of globe leadership preferences of elementary school teachers based on age, gender, ethnicity, tenure, and language of instruction

Jessica Michelle Reyes Liske - *Leadership Studies*
Evaluating leadership group coaching: Measuring leadership competencies

David Luna - *Leadership Studies*
The relationship between leadership behavior and leadership styles in health and human services emergency management

James P. McNeely - *Leadership Studies*
A study of the differences between normative globe U.S. Leadership preferences and black American Catholics’ globe leadership preferences

Ronald Bruce O’Neal, II - *Leadership Studies*
Exploring the differences that communication medium has on perception of leadership style: Does communication medium affect the leadership rating of the leader?

Leland Harrel Rocchio - *Leadership Studies*
Examining the relationship between stakeholder organization and stakeholders’ preference of construction project manager’s leadership behavior in the architecture, engineering, and construction industry

Rebecca L. Silva - *Leadership Studies*
A study of the relationship between leaders’ gender, leaders’ authentic style, and their level of spirituality
Are there differences between surgeons in all surgical specialties with respect to the way they believe they lead?

Investigating the differences between the leadership preferences of native English and ESL speakers

**Master of Business Administration**

- David Aguilar  
  Finance
- Clarissa Cerda Arevalos  
  Management
- Shannon J. Batiste  
  Management
- Jacqueline Beauchamp  
  Health Care Management
- Maria C. Benavides  
  Management
- Hope Bryant  
  Management
- Elvira G. Cavazos  
  Management
- Joshua A. Cranick  
  Management
- Jose L Davila, Jr.  
  Management
- Nicholas Duplan  
  Health Care Management
- Rocio Flores  
  Management
- Loretta Flynn  
  Health Care Management
- Carlos Alberto German  
  Management
- Elsa Mirna Gomez  
  Health Care Management
- Megan Elizabeth Graham  
  Management
- Elgrecio D. Gregory  
  Management
- Albert Y. Huang  
  Management
- David R. Hurtado  
  Management
- Jonathan K. Kathenge  
  Management
- Robert Edward Kersh  
  Management
- Eric S. Liberty  
  Management
- Dana Kimberly Lyro  
  Health Care Management
- Mark Anthony Macias  
  Management
- Juan F. Marines  
  Management
- Melody Ann McCrea  
  Management
- Emmanuel R. Mendoza  
  Management
- Karen Devonne Menifee-German  
  Health Care Management
- Angela Marie Narvaez  
  Management
- Andrew J. Noel  
  Management
- Franchesia L. Parrish  
  Health Care Management
- Ricardo Polendo  
  Management
- Andres E. Quintero  
  Management
- Inessa Reichenberg  
  Management
- April S. Riggs  
  Health Care Management
- Elida T. Rodriguez  
  Finance
- Oscar V. Romero, III  
  Health Care Management
Desi Bryan Rubio  
*Health Care Management*

Kayla M. Scholle  
*Health Care Management*

Cheryl R. Smith  
*Management*

Siobhain R. Smith  
*Management*

Tonya N. Smith  
*Health Care Management*

Jessica Michelle Tucker  
*Management*

Gary Uyemura  
*Management*

Consuelo Carolina Vargas  
*Management*

Tory D. Yancy  
*Health Care Management*

Ricardo G. Zavala  
*Health Care Management*

**Master of Science**

Diego A. Agado  
*Organizational Leadership*

Erica A. Alvarez  
*Nonprofit Management*

Tyrone K. Brown  
*Information Systems And Security*

Michael Cortez Camarillo  
*Organizational Leadership*

Brenda Berenice Campos  
*Accounting*

Jessica Mora Cantero  
*Accounting*

Joshua Cradic  
*Information Systems And Security*

Doel A. Durieux  
*Information Systems And Security*

Jose Luis Enriquez  
*Accounting*

Carol Fuentes  
*Accounting*

Yadira Camille Gonzales  
*Organizational Leadership*

Jacob James Gutierrez  
*Organizational Leadership*

Jacquelyn R. Hallmark  
*Information Systems And Security*

Abeer E. Handal-Banks  
*Information Systems And Security*

Danielle Nickole Hassan  
*Information Systems And Security*

Jessica D. Hawkins  
*Organizational Leadership*

Ana Gabriela Hernandez  
*Accounting*

Brandon Hjella  
*Information Systems And Security*

Sung Kim  
*Information Systems And Security*

Clarence S. Lasana  
*Organizational Leadership*

Yvette Lopez  
*Accounting*

Diana M. Maldonado  
*Organizational Leadership*

Cesar L. Mercado  
*Organizational Leadership*

Camilla Spat Albino Montoya  
*Organizational Leadership*

Kelle L. Muse  
*Nonprofit Management*

Pablo Felipe Negrete, II  
*Information Systems And Security*

Aurora M. Palmer  
*Organizational Leadership*

Renee Antoinette Pate  
*Organizational Leadership*

Julie Nicole Ramos  
*Accounting*

Crystal M. Riles  
*Nonprofit Management*

Monica Rivera  
*Nonprofit Management*

Charlie A. Ryan  
*Nonprofit Management*

Raymond G. Saldana  
*Organizational Leadership*

Russell Guy Schickedanz  
*Information Systems And Security*
Bachelor of Applied Science

Stuart A. Mclaughlin
Business Administration

Dawn Figueron Santos
Business Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Arturo R. Bocanegra
Management

Satonya L. Monroe
Management

Monike Serrano
Management

Esmeralda Silva
Management

Raymonda T. Talley
Management

Magdalena Tays-Trevino
Management

Bachelor of Business Administration

Marcus David Camero
Marketing

Sarah Isabel Contreras
Management

Jessica Renee Culp
Marketing

Ashlyn R. Duran
Management

Janie R. Garcia
Management

Griselda Gil
Management

Jessica Rivera Guzman
Accounting

John David Hernandez
Accounting

Asusena D. Herrera
Accounting

Patricia Ann Hinojosa
Finance

Anissa Renee Lopez
Management

Valarie Krystal Lopez
Management

Keri L. Margraves
Accounting

Yadira Paola Montalvo
Accounting

Michelle Olvera
Management

Dena Caroline Pierre
Management

David A. Reyes
Accounting

Sabrina Lynn Rios
Finance

Nancy Smith Shiver
Organizational Leadership

Catherine N. Siller
Information Systems And Security

Christine F. Toscano
Information Systems And Security

César Nicolas Rodriguez Tovar
Accounting

Stevie Nicole Rowe
Business Administration

Dawn Figueron Santos
Business Administration

Arturo R. Bocanegra
Management

Satonya L. Monroe
Management

Monike Serrano
Management

Esmeralda Silva
Management

Raymonda T. Talley
Management

Magdalena Tays-Trevino
Management
Bachelor of Science

Benito Alcalá, Jr.
Computer Information Systems and Security
Virginia Morales Arista
Computer Information Systems and Security
Taylor C. Beck
Computer Information Systems and Security
Luis Forestier
Computer Information Systems and Security
Rebecca M. Hernandez
Computer Information Systems and Security
Paul Anthony Morales, Jr.
Computer Information Systems and Security

Xavier A. Perez
Computer Information Systems and Security
Nallely I. Prudencio-Olvera
Computer Information Systems and Security
Nicholas J. Rodriguez
Computer Information Systems and Security
Celia Salinas
Organizational Leadership
Michael Ian Wingle
Computer Information Systems and Security
Eric Wise
Computer Information Systems and Security

Samuel S. Wolf
Computer Information Systems and Security
SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

**Doctor of Psychology**

Gabriela Ileana Núñez Plata - Counseling Psychology
A narrative inquiry of the interpretations of Mexican-American families that experienced separation due to U.S. immigration policies in the 21st century

Elizabeth N. Schlimmer - Counseling Psychology
A phenomenological study of residing at the Corpus Christi Ronald McDonald House

Mary Sichi - Counseling Psychology
Mothers in resistance: An exploration of the perspectives of women with child protective services experiences

Mona Stribling - Counseling Psychology
Resilience and disability: A grounded theory study of the experience of individuals with a congenital visual impairment

Amanda Wetegrove-Romine - Counseling Psychology
“Ask us what’s best for us:” What counseling psychologists can learn from women experiencing homelessness

**Master of Arts**

Rachel Flores - Human Science

Josephine Victoria Gonzalez - Communication Disorders

Isabella Walk - Human Science

**Master of Arts in Teaching**

Bashar M. Salem - Education
Master of Education

Donna Aguilar
School Counseling
Joshua D. Boyd
Curriculum Instruction
Jahaida Cruz-Wahnnon
Principal

Rubi deHoyos
Curriculum and Instruction
Veronica Marie Herrera
Generic Special Education
Abla Yaish
Generic Special Education

Cerina Clarisse Zamora
Curriculum and Instruction

Master of Science

Jennifer L. Ackerman
Psychology
Tiffany I. Adeigbe
Psychology
Juan Enrique Arreche
Psychology
Elizabeth Breitman
Psychology
Susie Ann Chavarria-Torres
Psychology
Nicole Marie Colunga
Psychology
Elihennette González Flores
Psychology
Eleany Ochoa Gamez
Psychology
Carlye E. Gossen
Psychology
Tawanda Shantell Heim-Jones
Psychology
Jerry Hernandez, Jr.
Psychology
Shandelynn J. Hillard
Psychology
Germanie M. James
Psychology
Nikquan M. Lewis
Psychology

Priscilla A. Longoria
Psychology
Adriana R. Lozano
Psychology
Joshua M. Macias
Psychology
April Mendiola
Psychology
Lauren M. Miller
Psychology
Anna Bianey Rodriguez
Psychology
Bianca V. Rodriguez
Psychology
Regina Nicole Romero
Psychology
Daniell Denise Rosas
Psychology
Arianna I. Skinner-Beck
Psychology
Ruben Soliz, Jr.
Psychology
Cierra Rae Garza Sotelo
Psychology
Latasha D. Teamer
Psychology
Candace Ashley Treviño
Psychology
Master of Science in Nursing

Joi LaRiha Ballard  
Nursing
Christina M. Botello  
Nursing
Tamitria Y. Collins  
Nursing
Cristina M. Uvalle  
Nursing
John Thomas Hogan  
Nursing
Jamie Palomo  
Nursing
Linda A. Thompson  
Nursing

Bachelor of Applied Studies

Porsche L. Barner  
Human Science
Leighanne S. Garcia  
Human Science

Bachelor of Arts

Alyssa J. Amaro  
Psychology
Ashley Nichole Anzualda  
Psychology
Rachel R. Benner  
Communication Disorders
Alejandra Bosquez  
Psychology
Iris Marie Boudoin  
Human Science
Thomas J. Caballero  
Psychology
*Aldo Enrique Galván Campos  
Psychology and Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
Fanny Ruiz Carmona  
Psychology
Tammie Anne Cuellar  
Human Science
Monica Aidee Escalera  
Criminal Justice
Trevlynn C. Espinoza  
Communication Disorders
Stephanie P. Cervantes Figueroa  
Criminal Justice
Hailey Garcia  
Psychology
Priscilla Gomez  
Psychology
Alexia F. Guarneros  
Psychology
Edgar Guzman  
Criminal Justice
Jack P. Larue  
Sociology
Denise L. Leininger-Flinn  
Human Science
Gerald B. Lopez  
Psychology
Julia Patricia Martinez  
Human Science
Lauren Kera Martinez  
Psychology
Vanessa Lynn Martinez  
Communication Disorders
Mia-Ashlee E.T. McDonald  
Criminal Justice
Monique Nicole Moreno  
Communication Disorders
Haydee Oca  
Communication Disorders
Margaret A. Ogwago  
Human Science
Manuel J. Orta  
*Criminal Justice*

Christy M. Paris-Bolden  
*Psychology*

*Jaquan D. Patrick*  
*Psychology and Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology*

Esdiy Alessandra Perez  
*Psychology*

Shirin Rahimi  
*Psychology*

Brisa Ramirez  
*Criminal Justice*

Shenelle Cooper Randle  
*Human Science*

Destiny Celeste Robles  
*Criminal Justice*

Theresa Marie Rodriguez  
*Psychology*

Selena Jocelyn Claire Romero  
*Sociology*

Elizabeth Salazar  
*Psychology*

Stacy A. Salcedo  
*Communication Disorders*

Kevin I. Soriano  
*Criminal Justice*

Paulina Nicole Trevino  
*Criminal Justice*

Gilbert J. Vargas  
*Criminal Justice*

Jayelle Lanae Velasquez  
*Psychology*

Jaricza Belen Ventura  
*Psychology*

Aliyah A. Walton  
*Communication Disorders*

Rhonda Denise Washington  
*Human Science*

Victoria A. Whitlock  
*Psychology*

Cassie R. Williams  
*Human Science*

Jaclyn A. Wooldridge  
*Human Science*

Stephanie A. Zamudio-Jasso  
*Psychology*

---

**Bachelor of Science**

Jessica Alcala Burns  
*Interdisciplinary Studies*

Daritza M. Castillo  
*Interdisciplinary Studies*

Renee M. Dominguez  
*Interdisciplinary Studies*

Ana Cristina O’Reilly Gomez  
*Interdisciplinary Studies*

---

**Bachelor of Science in Nursing**

Jose A. Barrios  
*Nursing*

Kassandra Diaz  
*Nursing*
WORDEN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SERVICE

Master of Social Work

Serina Nicole Alfaro  
Social Work
Leah Ausch  
Social Work
Vene’ Carter Baggett  
Social Work
Regina Bautista  
Social Work
Markie A. Bear  
Social Work
David O. Berry  
Social Work
Felicia Machel Bolton  
Social Work
Kenyetta M. Bond  
Social Work
Angela D. Brown  
Social Work
Mayfritz T. Bucag  
Social Work
Candice N. Clark  
Social Work
Jessica L. Cody  
Social Work
Rosabel Peña Corley  
Social Work
Melinda D. Duplichan  
Social Work
Laura Jacqueline Echeverria  
Social Work
Aleia Ibrahim Elgabrowny  
Social Work
Alicia Ellison  
Social Work
Angel Geovanni Ortega Floes  
Social Work
Juan G. Flores  
Social Work
Christie C. Funkhouser  
Social Work
Sandra M. Garmon  
Social Work
Tiffany B. Gaston  
Social Work
Amanda Geilman  
Social Work
Ashley L. Glover  
Social Work
Annissa J. Gomez  
Social Work
Kristen E. Griffin  
Social Work
Ashley R. Grishby  
Social Work
Glen E. Hairston  
Social Work
Trennie Henry  
Social Work
Simona A. Hunt  
Social Work
Tammy L. James  
Social Work
Shalyse A. Jensen  
Social Work
Andrea M. Keller  
Social Work
Roman A. Keller  
Social Work
Kristie Jo Commons King  
Social Work
Amanda E. Klein  
Social Work
Tonya Kraemer  
Social Work
Christina P. Little  
Social Work
Michelle M. Lopata  
Social Work
Jessica Maddox-Easterling  
Social Work
Latoya Weeks McDonald  
Social Work
Janetta S. McGaha  
Social Work
Kelli L. McTigrit  
Social Work
Sara Kristine Michaelsen  
Social Work
Doris Ann Morgan
Social Work
Tabitha N. Munoz-Vasquez
Social Work
Jennifer A. Mussaw
Social Work
Hilda Patricia Navarro
Social Work
Rebecca Nila-Cena
Social Work
Linda A. Nolasco
Social Work
Terrance Orton
Social Work
Rosa E. Padilla
Social Work
Teri L. Parker
Social Work
Andrea Pauley
Social Work
Janette Pellus
Social Work
Isabel Marie Pineira
Social Work
Margaret Pine
Social Work
Arlene G. Price
Social Work
Amanda L. Purdy
Social Work
Latasha Carroway Quarles
Social Work
Joanne Ramirez
Social Work
José Talamantez Ramirez, Jr.
Social Work
Tonya Y. Richards
Social Work
Eugenia Price Rodriguez
Social Work
Monique Nuncio Rodriguez
Social Work
Chelsea Margaret Roest
Social Work
Carie Rose
Social Work
Patricia L. Sanyer
Social Work
Kirara C. Seldon
Social Work
Marshae L. Shaw
Social Work
Laurissa O. Shorter
Social Work
Tiffany Nicole Shurtz
Social Work
Tyree H. Simonich
Social Work
Christian Sketchly
Social Work
Irene Canales Sonnen
Social Work
Kandy L. Sowards
Social Work
Eileen M. Sowry
Social Work
Monica M. Tantanella
Social Work
Ginny Taylor
Social Work
Theresa Tellez-Valdez
Social Work
William F. Ter Burgh
Social Work
Shandreka Shanae Thomas
Social Work
Judy Weil-Dirr
Social Work
Chanda L. White
Social Work
Lisa A. Wilkinson
Social Work
Danuelle Williams
Social Work
Tiffani Kafi Williams
Social Work
Rita Roshun Wilson
Social Work
Juliane Lawver Wise
Social Work
Candace Wright
Social Work
Georgia Rosetta Young
Social Work
Bachelor of Social Work

Maria G. Alvarez  
Social Work
Paula F. Betancourt  
Social Work
Shayla A. Booth  
Social Work
John A. Botts  
Social Work
Kayla M. Bustamante  
Social Work
Jose A. Cordero  
Social Work
Clarissa A. Culver  
Social Work
Cabreae S. Davis  
Social Work
April L. Earl  
Social Work
Stephanie Nicole Everitt  
Social Work
Caitlin June Gamez  
Social Work
Michelle A. Gomez  
Social Work
Jimmy Jiron  
Social Work
Doris K. Mitchell  
Social Work
Jeanette N. Pena  
Social Work
Kassandra I. Ramos  
Social Work
Vanessa Rose  
Social Work
Tequinta L. Ross  
Social Work
Andrea L. Sandoval  
Social Work
Barbara Jean Suarez  
Social Work

*Indicates student is graduating with a dual degree  
† Indicates student is graduating through the OLLU Honors Program  
‡ Indicates student is graduating with a double major

This program is not an official graduation list. This printed program lists students who are eligible to graduate pending the outcome of final examinations and final grades. Therefore, it should not be used to determine a student's academic or degree status. The student's official academic record is kept by the OLLU Registrar's Office, 411 S.W. 24th St., San Antonio, Texas 78207.